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Settlement Boundary 

 

The Neighbourhood Plan (NP) has used the settlement boundaries shown on the map from 
the North Dorset District wide Local Plan which was adopted in 2003 as the starting point 
for the review.  
 

What are the aims of the settlement boundary review?  

The aims are:  

• To ensure that settlement boundaries are logical and easy to identify on the ground; and  

• To identify what parts of the settlement should and should not be included within a 
settlement boundary.  

• Any changes that occur to settlement boundaries as a result of the settlement boundary 
review will be formalised through a statutory process involving public consultation and 
then examination by an independent inspector before being adopted by either NDDC in 
a local plan or the relevant neighbourhood plan group in a neighbourhood plan.  

Assessment criteria for inclusion in a settlement boundary  

‘Permanence’ of a settlement boundary and deciding where to draw it  

• Settlement boundaries should be logical and easily identifiable, normally following 
property boundaries. However, the ease with which they can continue to be identifiable 
on the ground can change over time. For example, hedgerows can be removed, die, or 
grow into woodland and become less useful to show where the boundary line lies.  

• Criterion (a): permanence. The more the boundary feature is prone to swift change over 
time (i.e. dynamic), the less useful it will be as a permanent settlement boundary. 
Therefore, manmade boundaries made out of durable materials are more likely to 
remain unchanged (i.e. more static) and are consequently more robust. For example, the 
inside line of an adopted road is likely to act as a more permanent feature than a 
hedgerow in a domestic garden. However, whilst a more permanent boundary is 
preferable to a less permanent one, this must be balanced against the relationship with 
the urban area (see criteria (b) below).  

•  Criterion (b): relationship with the urban area. There is an important judgement to 
make between balancing the permanence of the feature with whether or not the 
feature is an appropriate edge to the settlement. For example, it would not be 
appropriate to identify a road or an ownership boundary that contains a large garden as 
a permanent boundary when that boundary is in fact some distance from the truly 
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urbanised area of the settlement. In identifying it as a boundary, this could lead to 
backland development that could cause an undesirable sprawl of the settlement.  

In such instances where there is no available physical boundary, it would be better to 
show a line on a map that denotes the appropriate limits of the settlement. Whilst this 
line would not be aligned to anything physical on the ground, it would be more 
appropriate than bringing land into the settlement and allowing sprawl. Any decision to 
do this must be fully justified, however. This is because the robustness of the boundary 
may be questioned at a future planning inquiry and therefore there must be a sound 
reason behind why it does not follow a physical feature.  

In the long term, there may be an argument that nothing is truly permanent. However, 
local and neighbourhood plans usually have a lifetime of around 15 years, which means 
that settlement boundaries will be reviewed when the next plan is prepared. Therefore, 
it is unlikely that the general extent of boundaries would change over such a relatively 
short period of time. But the fact that there is potential for physical features such as 
hedgerows to weaken over time, or be removed altogether, shows the importance for 
reviewing settlement boundaries to ensure that they are as robust as possible.  

Removing or introducing a settlement boundary  

• Criterion (c): alteration to the settlement hierarchy. Not relevant in this case. 

What should be in a settlement boundary?  

• Criterion (d): reflecting uses and development that have a clear social/economic 
relationship with the settlement (including sites with planning permission that is not yet 
implemented). Settlement boundaries will normally include uses and buildings (including 
those with planning permission that are not yet built) that have a clear social or 
economic function and relate better to the built form of the settlement than the 
countryside. This will usually include residential properties, services, community 
facilities (shops, schools, community buildings, health services), and employment 
development.  

It is important to note that the purpose of the settlement boundary review is not to 
regularise unauthorised development and nor is it a means to allocate substantial areas 
of land for development. The latter should be the subject of specific allocation policies.   

What should not be in a settlement boundary?  

• Criterion (e): outlying development. Settlement boundaries should never include small 
pockets of development that are clearly detached from the settlement. Neither should 
they include rural exception sites for affordable housing. This is because rural exception 
sites must be outside of settlement boundaries by definition and by including them 
within settlement boundaries, this could encourage any future intensification or 
redevelopment of the sites to be for market housing.  

The following should not normally be inside a settlement boundary:  

• Criterion (f): open spaces at the edge of settlements. These might include playing or 
sports fields, allotments, general amenity land and cemeteries. Where such open spaces 
are surrounded by the built up area of the settlement, they should be included within 
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the settlement boundary but designated as open space to protect them from 
development.  

• Criterion (g): large, open residential gardens or adjacent paddocks. Their inclusion and 
possible development could harm the structure, form and character of the settlement.  

• Criterion (h): important gaps. Where a settlement is fragmented, the open gaps in 
between may be important features that should be retained2. Important gaps may 
include areas that might, in some instances, otherwise be considered as part of the 
settlement, for example hardstandings and car parks. Assessing whether to include or 
exclude such areas will need to take into account their function, any buildings they are 
associated with and their social/economic relationship with the settlement. This will 
then need to be balanced with the potential harmful impact that developing it would 
have on landscape/townscape grounds.  

• Criterion (j): uses that would not normally be found within a settlement boundary. For 
example, agriculture, forestry, equestrian development, minerals extraction/landfill, 
water features, public utilities, (reservoirs, sewage treatment works and substations) 
unless they are wholly surrounded by the built up area of the settlement.  

• Criterion (k): camping and caravanning sites. These are excluded from the settlement 
boundary. However, any part of such sites that have a year round permanent residential 
use, are permanent buildings and are well related to the built form of the settlement 
should be considered for inclusion in the settlement boundary.  

 
 
Anomalies  

• Criterion (m): anomalies. There will be occasions where, for example, a development 
that has not required planning permission has led to a domestic extension extending 
beyond the existing boundary and, consequently, the boundary now passes through a 
house. There may also be cases where mistakes were made when the original 
settlement boundary was established or where the explanation for their exclusion or 
inclusion within the settlement boundary is unclear when the situation is examined on 
the ground. These cases clearly need to be rectified. A decision in such cases can only be 
made following an assessment on a case by case basis. The decision to include or 
exclude must be clearly noted and justified in the assessment for that specific 
settlement. 
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Changes to the Settlement Boundary: 

The settlement boundary as it is shown at the moment does not need adjustments under 

most of the criteria above. However, the following developments need to be added: 

 

Table of proposed changes to the settlement boundary  

Reference Description Recommendation  Criteria 

BStM1 The approved development 
at Dorchester Hills 

 (d)  

BStM2 The approved development 
of St. Mary’s Hill 

 (d) 

BStM3 The land up to Ward’s Drove  (d) 

 

 


